A "MUST" FOR EVERY LOCKER ROOM

Complete Shoe Cleaning & Shine Bar

- "Standard Locker Room Equipment" in fine clubs everywhere.
- Handles shoes, bags & leather items...all types & colors.
- 5 times faster service than hand work.
- Anyone can operate!

ADVANCE TOOL CO.
P.O. Box 25394, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

Write today for full information.

JUAN 'CHI CHI' RODRIGUEZ says:

"THE SWING MASTER is great for maintaining a consistent backswing pivot—a complete downswing weight shift. It is always with me on the practice tee!"

THE SWING MASTER, A NEW AND DYNAMIC CONCEPT FOR GOLF SWING IMPROVEMENT, positions your right leg at address and holds it there throughout the backswing. Triggers instant development of VITAL RIGHT LEG ACTION which is the PIVOTAL POINT OF THE BACKSWING—your BIG KEY TO DESIRED IMPACT RESULTS!

You'll be amazed how quickly SWING MASTER POSITIVE LEG POSITIONING:

- Develops a smooth circular backswing, WITHOUT SWAY.
- Keeps your weight balance inside the right foot.
- Triggers a full weight shift to the left side and inside-out swing.
- Develops that right foot power push-off!

So easy to use on practice tee or during play. Aluminum die cast wedge slides on-off special shoe spike (Pat. Pend.) Available for the leftie or lady golfer. Improve and maintain your game the POSITIVE WAY. Order your Swing Master today, only $4.95, including spike. Extra spike $.50. Pro Price—standard discount.

A most satisfying "approach" to PAR RESULTS.

JPO & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
6230 N. Kenmore Chicago, Illinois 60626

Range Permit Denied

(Continued from page 78)

tions) is that the commissioner may 'terminate the license when, in his sole judgment, he deems that termination is necessary by operation of law, or he deems that the leased premises are required for a paramount park or other purpose.'

"These last-quoted eight words are not very specific, but we read them not as giving the commissioner any broad rights, but as limiting his power of termination to a situation where it can reasonably be said that the city needs the lands for a more important or pressing public need. This was not a revocable-at-pleasure clause such as discussed in McNamara v. Willcox, (73 App. Div. 451,452.77 N.Y.S. 294,295) nor does it meet the requirements of Gushee v. City of New York (42 App. Div. 37,58 N.Y.S. 967, supra) that the city in such grants must reserve the right to cancel whenever it decides in good faith to do so. This was rather, as said in Williams v. Hylan (223 App. Div. 48,128 N.E. 121, supra), a revocation clause of a kind common in ordinary commercial cases." (Miller v. City of New York, 255 N.Y.S. 2d 78)

Penn State Meetings

Pennsylvania State University has announced the following turf events to be held on the University Park, Pa. campus.